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Abstract
In this thesis, I study changes in genomic composition across the lifecycle of a wild population
of a passerine species. My study species is the Italian sparrow (Paser italiae) which is a
homoploid hybrid species distributed throughout Italy. In 2013, an Italian sparrow population
at a nature reserve came into secondary contact with one of its parent species, the Spanish
sparrow (Passer hispaniolensis). I measure body condition in adults and juvenile Italian
sparrows, as well as census population size in adult Italian and Spanish sparrows, to assess how
the population is coping with interspecific competition following secondary contact. To infer
differences in genomic composition between life stages, I use whole genome pool sequencing
of the chick, juvenile and adult life stage, which is cost efficient yet accurate in estimating
allele frequencies. Lastly, I perform a gene ontology to identify genes under putative selection
across different life stages.
The body condition of adult Italian sparrows shows a significant decline following the
settlement of the Spanish sparrow, accompanied with a sharp reduction in population size.
Body condition does not seem to improve in the following years, and juvenile body condition
is lower than that of adults. Whole genome pool sequencing revealed significant differences in
genomic variation between life stages, which might imply differential or complementary
selection between life stages in some parts of the genome. In addition, I identified several
positions in the genome that are highly divergent between life stages. The transition from
juvenile to adult seems to be the time where most genomic changes, and possibly selection,
happen. The gene ontology analysis revealed several genes with intriguing functions in each
life stage that may be under selection in the different life stages.
This study shows that Italian sparrows are still suffering from interspecific competition
revealed by declines in body condition and population size, which possibly imposes selection
pressure during its lifetime. It also shows that there are genomic changes when comparing life
stages, and that allele frequencies fluctuate in the transition from one life stage to another.
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1 Introduction
Natural selection is typically studied in one aspect of the life history of animals. However,
selection varies in strength and direction among fitness components important in life history
such as fecundity and survival (Kingsolver, Diamond, Siepielski, & Carlson, 2012; Schluter,
Price, & Rowe, 1991). For example, in a study of female song sparrows (Melospiza melodia),
long beaked individuals survived better but had lower reproductive success than short beaked
individuals (Schluter & Smith, 1986). In addition, selection varies on a temporal scale, between
and within years, and even among life stages within generations (Siepielski, DiBattista, &
Carlson, 2009).
Selection in early life stages has been documented in a diverse set of animals such as hatchling
red-eared slider turtles (Trachemys scripta elegans; Janzen, Tucker, & Paukstis (2000)), pup
leaf-eared mice (Phyllotis darwini; (Nespolo & Bacigalupe, 2009)) and juvenile threespine
sticklebacks (Gasterosteus aculeatus; (Reimchen & Nosil, 2002)). The life history of birds, in
particular, has been studied extensively owing to their ease of observation and sampling
(Konishi, Emlen, Ricklefs, & Wingfield, 1989).
The early stages in avian life history are particularly vulnerable. This is evident from the high
mortality rates in nestlings (e.g. 31-55%: Cleasby, Nakagawa, Gillespie, & Burke (2010),
Downhower (1978), Magrath (1991)) in the first few day and weeks after fledging (Adams,
Skagen, & Savidge, 2006; Naef-Daenzer, Widmer, & Nuber, 2001; Perlut & Strong, 2016; Vitz
& Rodewald, 2011), and as high as 47% during the first 20 days after fledging in some species
(Naef-Daenzer et al., 2001). In addition, the recruitment rate of juvenile passerines to the adult
population the next breeding season is low (Cleasby et al., 2010; Perlut & Strong, 2016). For
example, it is approximately 19% for house sparrows (Passer domesticus; Cleasby et al.
(2010)). Thus, it is likely that there is strong selection on survival in the early avian life history.
Altricial nestlings are hatched helpless and depend completely on their parents for food and
warmth in the nest. Studies of selection on passerine nestlings have focused on areas such as
sibling rivalry (Gil, Bulmer, Celis, & López-Rull, 2008; Smith & Montgomerie, 1991;
Werschkul & Jackson, 1979) and parental preference for brightly coloured chicks (Gotmark &
Olsson, 1997). In particular, selection for heavier chicks seems to be important because it is
1

associated with higher lifetime survival rates (Cleasby et al., 2010; Perlut & Strong, 2016;
Potti, Dávila, Tella, Frías, & Villar, 2002). The transition from nestling to fledging poses new
challenges for the developing bird such as learning foraging and predator avoidance skills
(Keedwell, 2003; Naef-Daenzer et al., 2001), which indicate that there diverse selection
pressures acting on the juvenile life stage. Some examples include studies of predator
avoidance (Adriaensen, Dhondt, Van Dongen, Lens, & Matthysen, 1998; Gotmark & Olsson,
1997) and wing length and shape in migratory juveniles in various species (Hall, Ryttman,
Fransson, & Stolt, 2004; Pérez-Tris & Tellería, 2001).
The different challenges and behaviours young birds face suggest that there are unique
selection pressures in each life stage. In addition, what is adaptive as a young bird might not
be adaptive as an adult bird, and vice versa. Hence, there can be antagonistic selection between
life stages (Price & Grant, 1984; Schluter & Smith, 1986). For some traits, there is no optimum
common to the different life stages which may ultimately lead to trade-offs in life history traits
(Schluter et al., 1991).
The Italian sparrow (Passer italiae) is a small passerine bird distributed throughout Italy and
on some Mediterranean islands (Summers-Smith, 1988). It is of particular interest because it
is a homoploid hybrid species originating from past interbreeding between the Spanish sparrow
(Passer hispaniolensis) and the house sparrow (Passer domesticus; Elgvin et al. (2017);
Hermansen et al. (2011)), which is considered rare in animals (Mallet, 2007). In 2013, the
Spanish sparrow established itself in the nature reserve of Lago Salso in the Gargano peninsula
of Southeastern Italy, where the Italian sparrow resides (figure 1.1), and the two related species
have lived in sympatry since then (Sætre et al., 2017). The Italian sparrow is ecologically
similar to the house sparrow and feed on cereal crops and organic waste (Sætre et al., 2017),
while the Spanish sparrow is less closely associated with humans and is also migratory
(Summers-Smith, 1988). Both species, however, have a preference for grass seeds, especially
from cultivated cereal (Summers-Smith, 1988), which has led to competition between them in
Lago Salso. Sætre et al. (2017) found strong negative impacts of competition in the Italian
sparrow population following the establishment of the Spanish sparrows as evidenced by drops
in population size and body condition, as well as allelic displacement in several genes. Given
this strong competition, it is possible that effects are seen throughout the life history of this
Italian sparrow population, although it is not known which life stage may be the most impacted.
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Figure 1.1. Map of Italy (left) and the Gargano peninsula (right). Blue points represent the localities of allopatric Italian
sparrow populations, and blue and red points represent the locations of sympatric populations (Italian and Spanish
populations). The grey point represents the locality of Lago Salso where the Italian sparrow was allopatric in 2012 and
sympatric in 2015 with the Spanish sparrow. Reprinted from “Rapid polygenic response to secondary contact in a
hybrid species”, by G.-P. Sætre et al, 2017, Proceeding of the Royal Society of London Series B-Biological Sciences, 284, p.
2. Copyright 2017 by the authors. Reprinted with permission.

To date, there are no detailed descriptions of the life history of the Italian sparrow. However,
the ecology of the Italian sparrow is very similar to that of the house sparrow, which is
described by Summers-Smith (1963). Following his description, the lifecycle of the Italian
sparrow (figure 1.2) is as follows. The breeding season extends from the beginning of April
until August, where there typically are several clutches. In Lago Salso, the Italian sparrow nests
in nest boxes and in cavities on the roof tops in colonies, and the typical clutch size is four
eggs. The chicks hatch after approximately 12 days with their eyes closed and are completely
featherless and dependent on their parents for food. The fast-developing hatchlings are fed
insects which are gradually replaced by vegetable matter such as grain. The fledglings leave
the nest after 14-15 days, by which time they are strong flyers. However, they are still
dependent on food from their parents for one to two weeks after this. The moulting of the
juvenile plumage starts four to six weeks after leaving the nest, and they are ready to breed the
year after they were born.

3

Figure 1.2. Three life stages of the Italian sparrow. Italian sparrow chick (left), juvenile (middle) and adult (right; Parmiggiani,
R. (Photographer). (2012, September 11). Passer italiae (Italian sparrow – passero d’Italia) [digital image]. Retrieved from
https://www.pbase.com/robertoparmiggiani/image/118604944).

1.1 Aims
The long-term study of the Italian sparrow population in Lago Salso, where adults, juveniles
and chicks have been sampled since 2015, gives me a unique opportunity to study selection
between life stages. In this thesis, I study how the population has changed in terms of body
condition and population size from before the settlement of the Spanish sparrow to 2018. I use
whole genome pool sequencing (Pool-seq) to study genomic variation and possible selection
in each life stage. In addition, I compare allele frequencies between chicks, juveniles and
adults, which enables me to assess possible allele frequency changes and between which life
stages selection is the strongest. I also perform gene ontology to pinpoint which genes are under
selection between each life stage, and whether these genes are shared between several life
stages or whether they are unique and hence more important in certain parts of the Italian
sparrow’s lifetime. Finally, I study the functional significance of these genes in the different
life stages. To my knowledge, this is the first study of changes in allele frequencies between
life stages in the lifecycle of a bird species, and the functional importance of genes under
selection in different life stages.
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2 Methods
2.1 Sample collection
Adult, juvenile and nestling Italian sparrows were sampled in the Gargano peninsula, Italy, at
the nature reserve of Lago Salso (coordinates 41.541541, 15.890044), during the breeding
season in May and June from 2015 to 2018. Adult Italian sparrows were also caught between
February and April 2012, before the Spanish sparrows arrived at the site. Adult and juvenile
sparrows were caught using mist nets between 05:30 and 17:00 each day. All nets were either
assigned as Spanish or Italian, depending on the sparrow population they were closest to.
Chicks were sampled from nest boxes. All birds were ringed with a unique number, and
standard morphological measures such as weight and tarsus length were measured for adults
and juveniles. Tarsus length was measured using a digital calliper between the extreme bending
points of the intertarsal joint and toes to the nearest 0.1mm (Alatalo & Lundberg, 1986), and
weight was measured using a Pesola® 60g spring scale to the nearest 0.5g. Tarsus length is
fully grown by the age of 13 days, so the tarsus length of juveniles should represent its adult
tarsus length (Alatalo & Lundberg, 1986). Blood samples for genetic analyses were taken by
puncturing a brachial vein. The samples were stored in Queen’s lysis buffer (as recommended
by Seutin, White, & Boag (1991)). Birds were released immediately after sampling to minimize
stress. Sampling permits were granted from the Istituto Superiore per la Protezione e la Ricerca
Ambientale (ISPRA) and from the regional authorities of Puglia, Italy. From here on I define
chicks as young birds sampled from nest boxes and juveniles as young birds caught in mist
nets.

2.2 Selection of individuals for analysis
Only male Italian sparrows of the adult life stage were used in the study because female Italian
and Spanish sparrows are difficult to distinguish from one another. Young Italian sparrows are
also difficult to distinguish from young Spanish sparrows, independent of the sex. To address
this caveat, I only chose juveniles caught in nets closest to the Italian sparrow population to
minimize the risk of including juvenile Spanish sparrows in the analyses. In addition, I
performed a binomial test in RStudio (version 3.5.1; R Core Team (2018)) to test if the
probability of catching an adult male Spanish sparrow in an Italian net is less than .5 (see
Appendix A for a validation of methods, table A.1 and figure A.1). Recaptures within and
between years were included in the analyses, and individuals where net information was
5

lacking were removed. I made a barplot (see Appendix A, figure A1) to visualise the proportion
adult male Spanish and Italian sparrows caught in Italian nets in RStudio using the R package
ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016) in RStudio.

2.3 Body condition
I calculated body condition across the different years sampled. For the purpose of this study,
the Scaled Mass Index (SMI), first presented by Peig & Green (2009), was used to determine
body condition. This measure accounts for how growth affects the relationship between weight
and length, which makes it ideal to use for juveniles. SMI was calculated using the following
equation by (Peig & Green, 2009):

"# = 𝑀#
𝑀

𝐿& '()*
𝐿#

" , is the scaled mass index for individual i; Mi and Li are the observed values
Equation 2.1. The Scaled Mass Index where M
of body mass and linear body length for individual i, respectively; bSMA is the regression coefficient of a standard major axis
regression of lnM on lnL; and L0 is an arbitrary value of L.

The observed values of body mass and tarsus length was used as M and L, respectively, while
the arithmetic mean value of tarsus length was used as L0. The regression coefficient bSMA was
calculated using the R package smatr (Warton, Duursma, Falster, & Taskinen, 2012) in
RStudio. SMI was calculated for adult male Italian and Spanish sparrows, as well as juvenile
sparrows caught in Italian nets. SMI was not calculated for chicks because weight was not
measured. Juvenile Italian and adult Spanish sparrows were not sampled in 2012, hence body
condition was not calculated for these groups this year (table 2.1). Three Italian males, two
Spanish males and two juveniles lacking morphological measures were removed before
analysis (table 2.1). Recaptured individuals within years were excluded to prevent
overrepresenting certain individuals in a year, while recaptured individuals between years were
kept in the analysis.
Box plots of body condition in each year were constructed with the R package ggplot2 in
RStudio, and pairwise t-tests between all years within each group were performed to test if the
difference in mean is zerio versus the alternative that it is different from zero. I used the false
discovery rate (FDR; Benjamini & Hochberg (1995)) to correct for multiple testing. I
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considered body condition to be significantly different between years if the FDR corrected p
value (q value) was than or equal to alpha = .05.
Table 2.1.
Sample sizes used to calculate the Scaled Mass Index for adult Italian and Spanish sparrows, as well as for juvenile Italian
sparrows in each sampling year.

Adult Italian sparrows

2012

2015

2016

2017

2018

Total

107

60

25

31

26

249

Adult Spanish sparrows

a

-

78

60

46

26

210

Juvenile Italian sparrows

-a

26

17

31

28

102

Note. a Spanish and juvenile sparrows were not sampled in 2012.

Levene’s test for equality of variances was performed for the SMI of adult Spanish and Italian
sparrows, and juvenile sparrows with year as the dependent variable, where the null hypothesis
is that there is no difference in variance, versus the alternative that there is a difference. This
was done with the R package car (Fox & Weisberg, 2011). Levene’s test was also used to
check if the assumption of equal variance in the two-sample t-test is met.

2.4 Capture-recapture
I calculated the census population size with confidence intervals from repeated capturerecapture data for adult Italian and Spanish males in each year. Spanish sparrows were not
present in Lago Salso in 2012, and in 2018 there were no Spanish sparrow recaptures within
the same year. Hence, I could not calculate population size for Spanish sparrows these years.
The Schnabel index (Schnabel, 1938) was used to calculate census population. I used the
schnabel function from the R package fishmethods (Nelson, 2018) in RStudio to do this, which
adopts the following computations in Krebs (1999):

" is the estimated population size; 𝐶/ is the total number of individuals caught in
Equation 2.2. The Schnabel index where 𝑁
sample t; 𝑀/ is the number of individuals marked at sample t; and 𝑅/ is the number of individuals caught at sample t that are
recaptures.
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Individuals caught more than once within one field season were defined as recaptures.
Recaptures caught more than once a day were removed from analysis because the Schnabel
index assumes that individuals are mixed with the population again before the next random
catching event (Schnabel, 1938). Finally, I calculated the percentage difference in population
size between each year.

2.5 Laboratory work
I isolated DNA from blood using Qiagen DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (Qiagen N.V., Venlo,
The Netherlands). Extractions were done following the Qiagen´s Spin-Column Protocol with
small adjustments as follows. To increase the final DNA concentration, I added 125 instead of
10μl of blood stored in Queen´s lysis buffer at step 1b. Samples were incubated over night after
step 1b at 56 degrees Celsius to help with lysis of the cells. 4 μl of RNase A from Qiagen was
added before step 2 to remove RNA from the samples. I used the elution buffer from Qiagen
(Buffer EB, 10mM Tris-Cl, pH 8.5) instead of Buffer AE and incubated the samples for 10
instead of one minute at step 7. I also heated the elution buffer at 50 degrees Celsius for four
minutes before use, as experience has shown to give higher DNA yield. Subsequently, I
quantified the final DNA concentration on a Thermo Scientific NanoDropTM
spectrophotometer (Desjardins & Conklin, 2010). In general, the DNA purification step was
considered successful if the nucleic acid concentration was above 30ng/μl, and if the
absorbance peaked at a wavelength of 260 nanometres which is where DNA absorbs light
(O'Neill, McPartlin, Arthure, Riedel, & McMillan, 2011). Samples that were unsuccessful were
extracted again.

2.6 Pool sequencing
Individuals from each life stage were sequenced using whole genome pool sequencing (Poolseq) where all individual DNA isolates are mixed to one library and then sequenced as one
sample (Schlötterer, Tobler, Kofler, & Nolte, 2014). In the case of this study, one pool
represents one life stage. With this sequencing technique, it is not possible to determine which
individual a read originates from (Ferretti, Ramos-Onsins, & Pérez-Enciso, 2013). Still, it
provides a cost-effective alternative to whole genome sequencing of individual samples
because only one library needs to be prepared for each pool (Futschik & Schlotterer, 2010;
Gautier et al., 2013; Zhu, Bergland, Gonzalez, & Petrov, 2012). It has also been shown to be
equally or more accurate than individual sequencing in estimating population allele frequencies
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and genetic parameters, provided that the sample size is large enough (Futschik & Schlotterer,
2010; Gautier et al., 2013; Zhu et al., 2012).
Pool sequencing represents a double sampling process where individuals are sampled from the
population and reads are subsequently sampled from the pool because of unequal sequencing
of reads (Ferretti et al., 2013; Futschik & Schlotterer, 2010)), which leads to two levels of
sampling error (Futschik & Schlotterer, 2010). The latter source of sampling error is caused by
over- or underrepresentation of individuals in the pool caused by unequal contribution of DNA
(Futschik & Schlotterer, 2010). A large sample size will reduce the sampling error (Ferretti et
al., 2013; Futschik & Schlotterer, 2010; Gautier et al., 2013) and a pool size of at least 40
diploid individuals is recommended (Gautier et al., 2013; Schlötterer et al., 2014), while others
recommend a pool size of at least 25 individuals (Ferretti et al., 2013). In addition to these
recommendations, a simulation of how many individuals that are needed in each pool to
accurately estimate allele frequencies was run using the R package poolSeq (Taus, Futschik, &
Schlotterer, 2017) in R Studio. It was estimated that with a pool size of approximately 45
individuals, there would be enough sequencing coverage to accurately estimate allele
frequencies (figure 2.1). Consequently, the pools contain approximately 45 individuals from
each life stage (table 2.2). I chose one chick from each nest box to avoid pseudoreplication.

9

Estimated effective population size

80

70

60

15

30

45

Pool size
Coverage

25x

33x

50x

Figure 2.1. Box plot showing the simulated estimated effective population size when sequencing pools of 15, 30 or 45
individuals and corresponding sequencing coverage of either 25x, 33x or 50x. The black dashed line is the actual effective
population size. The top and bottom of the boxes represent the first and third quartiles (the interquartile range), respectively,
and the black line inside the box represents the second quartile (the median). The whiskers represent the lowest and highest
points still within the 1.5 interquartile range, and dots outside of the whiskers are outliers.

Table 2.2.
Sample size in each life stage used in pool sequencing.

Life stage

2015

2016

2017

2018

Sample size

Adults

13

9

13

13

48

Juveniles

12

13

12

13

50

Chicks

15

15

11

3

44

Total

40

37

36

29

142

I randomised the year samples were collected from to ensure that if sequencing failed it was
not because something was wrong with the samples from a specific year. 50μl of each DNA
isolate was plated in Bio Rad Hard-Shell® 96-Well PCR Plates, with the exception of one
isolate where there was only 40μl left. Different life stages where plated in separate 96-Well
PCR Plates. The plates were then handed to the Norwegian sequencing centre (NSC) for DNA
quantification, pooling, library preparation and sequencing.
10

To reduce the sampling error caused by unequal representation of individuals, staff at the
National Sequencing Center, Oslo Norway (NSC) performed DNA quantification using a
Qubit® Fluorometer, which is more precise than spectrophotometric instruments like
Nanodrop (O'Neill et al., 2011), and normalised the DNA isolates to equimolar concentrations
using a pipetting robot. Further recommendations with Pool-seq data is to avoid PCR
amplification to prevent heterogeneity in individual DNA contributions, and to use paired end
reads of more than 75 nucleotides to improve accuracy in mapping to the reference genome
(Schlötterer et al., 2014). Thus, NSC prepared three PCR-free sequencing libraries and
fragmented the DNA isolates to read lengths of 150bp before paired end sequencing the reads
using Illumina next-generation sequencing on HiSeq 3/4000.

2.7 Bioinformatics
All processing of the Pool-seq data was performed in Bash on the Abel Cluster (University of
Oslo and Uninett/Sigma2, operated by the Department for Research Computing at USIT, the
University of Oslo IT-department (www.hpc.uio.no/)).
2.7.1

Quality assessment and alignment of raw reads

Forward and reverse raw reads were delivered from NSC in fastq format. I assessed the quality
of the reads using FastQC (Andrews, 2010), before adapters, reads shorter than 50bp, and poor
quality reads were trimmed out using Trimmomatic (Bolger, Lohse, & Usadel, 2014). The
resulting trimmed reads are either paired or unpaired. The paired reads are reads where both
the forward and reverse reads survived the trimming process. Subsequently, I aligned the paired
and unpaired reads of each pool to the indexed house sparrow genome (Elgvin et al., 2017)
using BWA-MEM (Li & Durbin, 2010). The resulting SAM files were then sorted and
converted to BAM files using SAMTools (Li et al., 2009) sort.
To assess how the reads mapped to the reference genome I used SAMTools flagstat on the
alignments of the paired and unpaired reads separately. Finally, I merged the aligned paired
and unpaired BAM files in each pool using SAMTools merge, since low quality alignments
will be filtered in downstream analysis. All alignment steps were performed using default
parameters. The merged and aligned reads were filtered for ambiguously mapped reads using
SAMTools view with the flags -q 20 which only include reads with a mapping quality higher
11

or equal to 20. I filtered and sorted the SAM files to BAM files again using SAMTools sort.
Finally, I generated mpileup files from the filtered BAM files, one for each pool and one for
all pools combined, which was necessary for downstream analysis.
I evaluated mean mapping- and base quality in the BAM files using SAMtools and AWK
(version 3.1.7). Mapping quality quantify the probability that a read was misplaced during
alignment and the quality score quantify the quality of the nucleotide during base calls in
sequencing. Both scores are provided as Phred scores which are given in -10log10. See
Appendix A (validation of methods), table A.2, for results of the trimming and alignment
results, which was used to validate downstream analyses.
2.7.2

Depth of coverage

I calculated the depth of coverage (i.e. how many times a position in the genome is covered by
a read) in each pool from the merged and aligned BAM files, which was necessary for
downstream analyses. To calculate depth of coverage for every position in the genome, I used
SAMTools depth with default parameters and with the -a flag to output positions with no reads
mapped. Subsequently, I used AWK to calculate the genome wide mean depth of coverage
with standard deviations and quartiles. I evaluated the genome wide distribution of coverage
by using 100kb and 10kb windows. Window sizes were created using BEDTools (Quinlan &
Hall, 2010) makewindows, and average coverage in each window was calculated using
SAMTools bedcov. SAMTools bedcov outputs a count of all bases found in the window.
Hence, to get the average coverage in each window, I divided the base counts with the window
size. I visualised the coverage in each pool in RStudio with the R packages ggplot2 and plyr
(Wickham, 2011) packages.

2.8 Genomic inference within and divergence between life stages
I used the pipeline Popoolation (Kofler, Orozco-terWengel, et al., 2011) which is designed for
genomic inference within populations, and the pipeline Popoolation2 (Kofler, Pandey, &
Schlötterer, 2011) which was created to analyse divergence between populations, to analyse
the Pool-seq data. The Popoolation pipelines are specifically designed for analysis of Pool-seq
data and are frequently used with Pool-seq data (e.g. Bankers et al. (2017), Dennenmoser,
Vamosi, Nolte, & Rogers (2017), Van Doren et al. (2017) and Pfenninger et al. (2015)).
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Alignment of reads to the reference genome is less accurate in indel regions (Schlötterer et al.,
2014). Hence, I filtered out indel regions with flanking regions 5bp up- and downstream before
analysis to avoid detecting incorrect genotypes because of misalignments. This was done with
the script identify-genomic-indel-regions.pl and filter-pileup-by-gtf.pl from the Popoolation
pipeline on the mpileup file for each pool, and with the identify-indel-regions.pl and filtersync-by-gtf.pl from the Popoolation2 pipeline on the mpileup file for all pools.
In both pipelines I specified the minimum coverage, maximum coverage and the minimum
count of the minor allele in the window, as well as the minimum covered fraction of the window
that has to be between the minimum and maximum coverage. The minimum coverage was set
to 10x (see Validation of methods in Appendix A, table A.2 and A.3, and figure A.2 and A.3)
to make sure that most positions in the genome were included in analysis. It can be problematic
to distinguish between sequencing errors and low frequency alleles in Pool-seq data, especially
considering that it is not possible to find the individual origin of reads (Ferretti et al., 2013;
Schlötterer et al., 2014). To ensure accurate estimation of polymorphisms by reducing the
presence of sequencing errors, I chose a minimum count of two of the minor allele, which has
been shown to be sufficient when sequence quality is high (Futschik & Schlotterer, 2010;
Kofler, Orozco-terWengel, et al., 2011) and which was achieved during quality filtering.
Positions in the genome with high read depth are likely to be associated with repetitive regions
(Schlötterer et al., 2014). Hence, I specified a maximum coverage threshold of 150x which
should exclude highly covered sites (see Validation of methods in Appendix A, table A.2 and
A.3, and figure A.2 and A.3). The minimum count of the minor allele, and minimum and
maximum coverage was set the same in all analyses.
2.8.1

Genomic inference within life stages

I used the script Variance_sliding.pl from the Popoolation pipeline to calculate nucleotide
diversity and Tajima’s D modified for pooled samples (Kofler, Orozco-terWengel, et al.,
2011). I used sliding overlapping windows of 10kb to calculate each genomic diversity measure
(see appendix A and figure A.4 and A.5, for validation of window size). The parameter
minimum quality was set to 20 in all analyses.
Nucleotide diversity is the average number of pairwise differences per site between sequence
pairs (Nei & Li, 1979). Tajima’s D is calculated from the difference in nucleotide diversity and
Watterson’s estimator divided by its variance (Tajima, 1989). Watterson’s estimator is the
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number of segregating sites, or in other words, the number of variable sites in a given genomic
region (Watterson, 1975). Tajima’s D should be zero (nucleotide diversity equals Watterson’s
estimator) if the expectation of neutral evolution is true (Tajima, 1989). Rare polymorphisms
will increase Watterson’s estimator compared to nucleotide diversity, and Tajima’s D will be
negative which may be the case after a selective sweep due to positive selection. When rare
variants are kept at intermediate frequencies, which may indicate balancing selection,
nucleotide diversity will be higher than Watterson’s estimator, and Tajima’s D will be positive.
However, demographic events can also result in an excess (Maruyama & Fuerst, 1984) or
deficit (Maruyama & Fuerst, 1985) of rare alleles, leading to a negative or positive Tajima’s
D, respectively.
2.8.2

Genomic divergence between life stages

I synchronised the mpileup file using the script mpileup2sync.pl which summarises the allele
frequencies from all life stages at every position in the reference genome. The script was also
used to filter out bases with lower base quality than 20. I used the scripts fst-sliding.pl and
fisher-test.pl to calculate, respectively, the fixation index (FST) and Fisher’s exact test on the
allele frequency differences between each life stage. This was done for every position in the
genome (see Appendix, A1, for validation of window sizes). FST is a measure of genetic
differentiation on a scale from zero to one between populations (here: between life stages
within one population) based on allele frequencies, and is the proportion of variance in allele
frequencies that can be explained by population structure (Holsinger & Weir, 2009). In the case
of this study, an FST of zero means that the allele frequencies are equal between the life stages,
while an FST of one means that the life stages are fixed for alternative alleles.

2.9 Statistical analysis and visualisation of genomic data
I only considered autosomal chromosomes in all genomic analyses, as it is not possible to
determine the sex of chick and juvenile Italian sparrows. In all analyses I used Rstudio and the
R packages dplyr (Wickham, François, Henry, & Müller, 2018) and plyr to manipulate strings,
and ggplot2 to visualise the data. In all statistical analyses I consider a p value lower or equal
to alpha = .05 as significant.
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2.9.1

Genomic inference within life stages

The population statistics Tajima’s D and nucleotide diversity for each pool were visualised by
making line plots along chromosomes and genome wide density plots to visualise the
distributions. I calculated standard summary statistics such as kurtosis, skewness, mean and
standard deviation for all population statistics in each pool. I also correlated each nucleotide
diversity and Tajima’s D with the corresponding fraction of the window with sufficient
coverage, using Spearman’s rank correlation, to infer if high values are associated with high
coverage. The distributions of each population statistic are highly skewed and the relationship
between them are not linear (data not shown), even after transformation of the data (e.g. log
and square transformations). Hence, I cannot use parametric statistical tests on the data such as
t-tests. Therefore, I created a null distribution of the difference in mean of each population
statistic between each pool by resampling the difference in means 10,0000 times using the R
package mosaic (Pruim, 2017), and compared the observed difference in mean with the null
distribution. Approximate p values were obtained by doubling the proportions of values higher
than the absolute values of the observed difference.
2.9.2

Genomic divergence between life stages

Pairwise FST between life stages were visualised by genome-wide Manhattan and density plots.
I assessed basic distribution statistics by calculating skewness, kurtosis, mean, median and
standard deviations for each pairwise comparison. The FST distributions are non-normal and
the relationship between them are non-linear (data not shown), even after transformation of the
data. Hence, to test if the distributions of FST values are different, as described above, I created
a null distribution of the differences in means between each pairwise comparison of pools by
resampling the difference in means between each distribution 10,000 times using the R package
mosaic. Approximate p values were obtained by doubling the proportions of values higher than
the absolute value of the observed difference in mean. I defined outlier FST values as values
being higher or equal to the 99th percentile and calculated the proportion outlier positions
unique to one comparison of life stages and common to two or more comparisons.
As for FST, I made Manhattan plots of Fisher’s exact test on allele frequency differences and
considered the same basic distribution statistics. The script fisher-test.pl outputs -log10 of the
p value. FDR was used to adjust the p values, and q values lower than or equal to -log10 of
alpha = .05 were considered significant. I assessed if the FST and p values correlate by
performing the nonparametric Spearman’s rank correlation test because the two variables come
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from highly skewed distributions and the relationship between them are non-linear. Finally, I
found overlapping and nonoverlapping positions from these two measures of genetic
divergence.

2.10

Gene ontology

I identified candidate genes from the house sparrow annotation (GFF) file, generated by Elgvin
et al. (2017), in a flanking region of 250kb up- and downstream from the positions of the outlier
FST SNPs. Only unique gene IDs were retained for Gene Ontology (GO) analysis. Predicted
GO functional annotations were obtained from the house sparrow proteome (Elgvin et al.,
2017) using the PANNZER2 web server (Törönen, Medlar, & Holm, 2018), which is based on
sequence homology. Subsequently, I compared the candidate gene IDs to the functionally
annotated GO terms, relative to the genomic background, using the enricher function in the R
package clusterProfiler (Yu, Wang, Han, & He, 2012) for each pairwise comparison of life
stages. A GO term was considered significantly enriched for the candidate genes if the FDR
corrected p value was lower than 0.05. Genes from the GO terms that lacked functional
annotations were annotated from the house sparrow GFF file using the gene ID.
Finally, I performed literature searches for each gene in the GO terms to determine their
function in birds. When literature on function in birds was lacking, I found literature on their
function in other vertebrate classes. Lastly, I localised the positions of the genes of interest
within a 100kb window at both flanks of the positions of the FST and Tajima’s D SNPs. I
highlighted the genes in Manhattan plots of FST and Tajima’s D for the chromosomes where
they are positioned, as well as in boxplots of outlier FST values to see how the genes compare
in FST values between pairwise comparisons.
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3 Results
3.1 Body condition
Pairwise two-sample t-tests in the Scaled Mass Index (SMI) between years revealed that adult
Italian sparrows have had a significant drop in mean body condition between 2012 and 2015
(FDR-corrected p value, q = .001, Appendix B, table B.1). After 2015, body condition seems
to improve before decreasing again in 2018 (figure 3.1), although I did not detect any
significant differences between any other years (Appendix B, table B.1). However, the adjusted
p value is quite low between 2012 and 2018 (FDR-corrected p value, q = .065, Appendix B,
table B.1). There were no significant differences in mean SMI between sampling years in
Spanish sparrows. Nonetheless, the Spanish sparrow show a similar drop in body condition in
2018 as that of the Italian sparrow, and the adjusted p value of difference in mean SMI between
2015 and 2018 is also quite low (FDR-corrected p value, q = .060, Appendix B, table B.1).
There were no significant differences in mean SMI between sampling years in juvenile Italian
sparrows (Appendix B, table B.1).
The boxplots in figure 3.1 show quite large spread along the y-axis. However, Levene’s test of
equal variance of SMI in adult Italian and Spanish sparrows, and juvenile sparrows, showed
no significant differences between years (table 3.1). The results of the Levene’s tests also
support the assumption of equal variance in the two-sample t-tests.
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Figure 3.1. Boxplots of body condition (Scaled Mass Index) in each sampling year for adult Italian and Spanish sparrows, as
well as juvenile Italian sparrows. The black dashed line is the actual effective population size. The top and bottom of the boxes
represent the first and third quartiles (the interquartile range), respectively, and the black line inside the box represents the
second quartile (the median). The whiskers represent the lowest and highest points still within the 1.5 interquartile range, and
dots outside of the whiskers are outliers.

Table 3.1.
Levene’s test of equal variance in Scaled Mass Index between each sampling year within adult Italian and Spanish sparrows,
as well as juvenile sparrows.

Df

F value

p value

Adult Italian sparrows

4

0.92

.454

Adult Spanish sparrows

3

0.85

.467

Juvenile Italian sparrows

3

1.36

.250

Note. Degrees of freedom are represented by Df.
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3.2 Capture-recapture
Italian sparrows show a dramatic decrease of 65% in population size from 2012 to 2015 (table
3.2, figure 3.2). The Italian sparrow population size keeps decreasing each subsequent year,
except in 2017 were there is a slight increase of 16%. This pattern corresponds pretty well with
the pattern seen in body condition. The Spanish sparrow population size is decreasing as well
but is still bigger than the Italian sparrow population size each year. Census population size
was not possible to calculate in 2018 because there were no recaptures within that year.
Table 3.2.
Census population size for Italian (P. italiae) and Spanish (P. hispaniolensis) for each sampling year and the percentage
change in population size from one year to the next.

Year

Species

Pop. Size

LCI

UCI

% Change in pop. Size

2012

Italian sparrow

449

286

898

-

2015

Italian sparrow

156

99

311

-65%

2016

Italian sparrow

89

45

357

-43%

2017

Italian sparrow

103

52

516

16%

2018

Italian sparrow

81

39

213

-21%

2015

Spanish sparrow

322

197

708

-

2016

Spanish sparrow

223

134

502

-31%

2017

Spanish sparrow

161

92

429

-28%

Note. Pop. represents population, and LCI and UCI represents the lower and upper limits of a confidence interval, respectively.
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Figure 3.2. Census population size and confidence intervals shown as dots and lines, respectively, in each sampling year for
adult Italian and Spanish sparrows in Lago Salso. Spanish sparrows were not sampled in 2012 and there were no recaptures in
2018, so census population size is therefore not calculated for these years.

3.3 Genomic inference within and divergence between life stages
3.3.1

Genomic inference within life stages

The calculations of genome wide Tajima’s D and nucleotide diversity yielded 88,431 values in
the adult pool, 44,583 values in the juvenile pool, and 34,443 values in the chick pool for both
population statistics. I correlated the fraction of the windows with sufficient coverage with the
measures of genetic diversity using Spearman’s rank correlation. The minimum covered
fraction is fairly well correlated with nucleotide diversity but to a lesser extent with Tajima’s
D (Appendix C, table C.1). There are some rather high peaks of Tajima’s D (figure 3.3),
negative and positive, in all pools.
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Figure 3.3. Line plot of genome wide Tajima’s D plotted against the position in the genome along each autosomal chromosome
in each pool (adults, juveniles and chicks). The expectation under the neutral model is shown by the dashed horizontal black
line.
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The distributions of Tajima’s D are pretty similar in each pool (figure 3.4), where most of the
values are zero or close to zero as evident by the median, mean and standard deviation (table
3.3). The tails of the density distributions are farther below zero than above which suggests
that there are stronger negative than positive outliers, or that there are more negative values
than positive values, which also is confirmed by the highly negative skewness in each pool.
The mean and standard deviations of Tajima’s D in each pool is fairly similar (table 3.3),
although it is slightly higher in the chick, followed by the juvenile pool, than in the adult pool.
The kurtosis and skewness in each pool is also pretty similar. The high kurtosis suggests that
the distributions have fat tails with some strong outliers. Resampling the difference in mean
Tajima’s D 10,000 times (see Appendix C, figure C.1, for histograms of the resampling)
revealed significant differences between all pools (approximate p < .001, table 3.4).
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Figure 3.4. Density plot of genome wide Tajima’s D in each life stage (adults, juveniles and chicks). Tajima’s D values for
each pool are plotted together.

Nucleotide diversity is low in each pool, but there are some high peaks in the genome
(Appendix C, figure C.2). Mean nucleotide diversity in each pool is quite low and the median
is zero, which is the same in each pool (table 3.3). The standard deviation is also small. This
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indicates that most values are zero or close to zero (see also density plot in Appendix C, figure
C.3). However, the distributions have high kurtosis and are skewed to the right (table 3.3)
which implies that there are some strong outliers. Despite equal values of mean and median
nucleotide diversity, the chick pool has higher kurtosis and skewness than the juvenile and
adult pool. Resampling the difference in mean nucleotide diversity revealed that the chick pool
is significantly different than the adult pool (approximate p value = .01, table 3.4) and the
juvenile pool (approximate p value < .001, table 3.4). The difference in mean nucleotide
diversity is not significantly different between adults and juveniles (table 3.4). See also
Appendix C, figure C.4, for the histogram of the difference in mean resampled 10,000 times.
Table 3.3.
Descriptive statistics of genome wide Tajima’s D and nucleotide diversity in pool (adults, juveniles and chicks).

Pool

Population statistic

Skewness

Kurtosis

Mean

Median

SD

Adult

Tajima’s D

-2.215

15.226

-0.045

0.000

0.283

Juvenile

Tajima’s D

-2.076

14.195

-0.066

0.000

0.316

Chick

Tajima’s D

-2.239

13.955

-0.081

0.000

0.339

Adult

Nucleotide diversity

3.204

16.057

0.006

0.000

0.014

Juvenile

Nucleotide diversity

3.252

16.127

0.006

0.000

0.015

Chick

Nucleotide diversity

3.449

18.531

0.006

0.000

0.014

Note. The standard deviations are represented by SD.
Table 3.4.
Results of resampling the difference in mean Tajima’s D and nucleotide diversity 10,000 times between each life stage. The
approximate p value is found by doubling the proportion of values falling above the absolute value of the observed difference
in mean.

Comparison

Population statistic

MD

Proportion >= |MD|

Approx. p value

Adults and juveniles

Tajima’s D

-0.021

.000

.000 ***

Adults and chicks

Tajima’s D

-0.036

.000

.000 ***

Juveniles and chicks

Tajima’s D

0.015

.000

.000 ***

Adults and juveniles

Nucleotide diversity

0.000

.096

.191

Adults and chicks

Nucleotide diversity

-0.000

.004

.007 **

Juveniles and chicks

Nucleotide diversity

0.000

.000

.000 ***

Note. The observed mean difference is represented by MD. Significance codes: p > .1 – ‘ ‘ ; p < .1 – ‘.’ ; p < .05 – ‘*’; p < .01
– ‘**’, p < .001 – ‘***’.
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3.3.2

Genomic divergence between life stages

A total of 14,627 autosomal SNPs were identified in all comparisons when calculating pairwise
FST. There are several positions with high FST values in all comparisons (e.g. on chromosome
1, 13, 20 and 1A, figure 3.5). The distributions of FST seem to be fairly similar in shape between
comparisons (figure 3.6) with right skewedness (table 3.5). The positions of the percentiles
show some differences, and the percentiles in the juvenile and chick comparison is higher than
in the other comparisons (table 3.5). The mean and median FST is the highest between juveniles
and chicks (table 3.5). The high kurtosis in all comparisons indicate that there are many strong
outliers, and it is the highest in the adult and juvenile comparison.
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Figure 3.5. Manhattan plot of genome wide pairwise Fst plotted against the position along chromosomes between all
comparisons of life stages (adults and juveniles, adults and chicks and juveniles and chicks). Individual chromosomes are
marked in alternate dark and light blue colouring of points. The 95th and 99th percentiles are marked in vertical red lines.
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Figure 3.6. Genome wide density and histogram plots of pairwise FST between all life stages (adults and juveniles, adults
and chicks, and juveniles and chicks). The 95th, 97.5th and 99th percentiles are marked in vertical purple lines.

Table 3.5.
Summary statistics for each distribution of pairwise FST (between adults and juveniles, adults and chicks, and juveniles and
chicks).

Comparison

Skewness

Kurtosis

Mean

Median

SD

99th percentile

Adults and juveniles

3.472

25.051

0.031

0.018

0.039

0.182

Adults and chicks

3.706

17.818

0.035

0.022

0.040

0.181

Juveniles and chicks

3.110

20.060

0.037

0.021

0.044

0.197

Note. Standard deviations are represented by SD.

I resampled the difference in genome wide pairwise FST 10,000 times between all comparisons
of life stages (Appendix D, figure D.1). Mean FST of the adult and juvenile comparison is
significantly different than the mean of the adult and chick comparison (Approximate p < .001,
table 3.6) and the mean of the juvenile and chick comparison (Approximate p < .001, table
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3.6). The difference in mean FST between the adult and chick and the juvenile and chick
comparison is not significantly different.
Table 3.6.
Results of resampling test of difference in the mean FST between each pairwise comparison of life stages (adults and
juveniles, adults and chicks, and juveniles and chicks). The approximate p value is found by doubling the proportion of
values falling above the absolute value of the observed difference in mean.

Comparison

MD

Proportion >= |MD|

Approx. p value

Adults and juveniles vs. adults and chicks

0.004

.000

.000 ***

Adults and juveniles vs. juveniles and

0.004

.000

.000 ***

0.000

.395

.394

chicks
Adults and chicks vs. juveniles and chicks

Note. The observed mean difference is represented by MD. Significance codes: p > .1 – ‘ ‘ ; p < .1 – ‘.’ ; p < .05 – ‘*’; p < .01
– ‘**’, p < .001 – ‘***’.

Outliers were defined as pairwise FST values falling above or equal to the 99th percentile. In all
comparisons there were 147 outlier SNPs. There are some shared outliers between comparisons
and approximately half of the outliers are unique to each pairwise comparison of life stages
(table 3.7). No outliers were shared between all comparisons.
Table 3.7.
The proportion of pairwise FST outliers that share position between comparisons of life stages and that have unique positions.

Comparison

Shared between

Shared between

Shared between

adults and juveniles

adults and chicks juveniles and

Unique outliers

chicks
Adults and

-

.17

.29

.54

.17

-

.19

.64

.29

.19

-

.52

juveniles
Adults and
chicks
Juveniles and
chicks

Fisher’s exact test was calculated for the same number of SNPs as with FST. There were 22
significantly differentiated SNPs between adults and juveniles, four between adults and chicks,
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and 10 between juveniles and chicks (figure 3.7), after correcting for multiple testing and at a
critical threshold of alpha = -log10(.05).

Figure 3.7. Fisher’s exact test calculated for genome wide allele frequency differences between each life stage (adults and
juveniles, adults and chicks, and juveniles and chicks) across chromosomes. p values are given as FDR corrected -log10(p
value). Significant values (above or equal to alpha = -log10(.05)) are highlighted in red. Non-significant values are displayed
as alternating light and dark blue points after chromosome.
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Fisher’s exact test on allele frequency differences and FST in each pairwise comparison is well
correlated (table 3.8). Out of 147 FST outliers from the 99th percentile, 14 positions in the adult
and juvenile comparison, three positions in the adult and chick comparison, and 10 positions
in the juvenile and chick comparison, were also significantly differentiated in allele frequency.
Table 3.8.
Spearman’s rank correlation test between pairwise FST and p values from Fisher’s exact test on allele frequency differences
for each pairwise comparison of life stages (adults and juveniles, adults and chicks, and juveniles and chicks).

Comparison

Rho

S value

p value

Adults and juveniles

.640

112587.34

.000 ***

Adults and chicks

.605

123376.66

.000 ***

Juveniles and chicks

.669

113659.08

.000 ***

Note. Rho is the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. Significance codes: p > .1 – ‘ ‘ ; p < .1 – ‘.’ ; p < .05 – ‘*’; p < .01
– ‘**’, p < .001 – ‘***’.

3.4 Gene ontology
A total of 18 GO terms were significantly enriched (FDR corrected p value < .05) for the outlier
FST gene set from all pairwise comparisons (see Appendix E, table E.1-E.3 for a complete list
of GO terms and associated genes). Of these, six were unique in one comparison of life stages
and 12 were found in two comparisons. None of the enriched GO terms in the juvenile and
chick comparison were found in the adult and chick comparison. Eight GO terms were
significantly enriched in the adult and juvenile comparison, six in the adult and chick
comparison, and four in the juvenile and chick comparison. Literature searches on the gene
names from the GO terms revealed several genes, common to two comparisons (table 3.9) and
unique to one of the comparisons (table 3.10-3.12). The genes common to two comparisons
include functions related to the immune system (CST7 and SRSF6), development of the inner
ear (Sfswap), and craniofacial and central nervous system development (A2ML1 and Ctbp1,
respectively). Between adults and juveniles, genes involved in immune defense (TFPI,
UGT1A1 and FGL1), brain functioning and development, learning and auditory processing
(SLC16A1, DYRK1A, KCNMB1 and GLRA2), circadian clock oscillations (ARNTL2), and
testicular development (Ldhb) were found (table 3.10). Immunity genes (CTLA4 and ZBTB7B)
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were found in the adult and chick comparison (table 3.11). Finally, genes involved in beak
development (TGFBR1 and ITGB3), immunity (PTGS2) and olfactory receptor genes were
found between juveniles and chicks (table 3.12). Immunity genes are found in all comparisons.
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Table 3.9.
Genes from gene ontology terms significantly enriched for the positions of the outlier FST values found in two comparisons
of life stages (Ctbp1, A2ML1, Sfswap, SRSF6 and CST7).

Comparison
• Adult and

Chr

Gene

Function

Literature

13

Ctbp1

C-terminal-binding protein 1.

Van Hateren,

Transcriptional corepressor which,

Shenton, &

together with Ctbp2, play important roles

Borycki

during embryonic vertebrate

(2006)

juvenile
• Adult and chick

development. Expressed in quail
(Coturnix japonica) embryos during
development of the central nervous
system, limbs and somites.
• Adult and

1

A2ML1

juvenile

Alpha-2-macroglobulin-like protein 1

Vissers et al.

(Homo sapiens) encodes a secreted

(2015)

protease inhibitor. Mutant A2ML1

• Juvenile and

zebrafish (Danio rerio) have

chick

developmental disorders characterized by
craniofacial and cardiac defects.
• Adult and

15

Sfswap

juvenile

Splicing factor, suppressor of white-

Moayedi et al.

apricot homolog (mus musculus).

(2014)

Thought to be involved in inner ear

• Adult and chick

development in mice (scientific name not
provided) by an interaction with Jag1.
Mutant mice have impaired hearing.
• Adult and

20

SRSF6

juvenile
• Adult and chick

Serine and arginine rich splicing factor 6.

Jensen,

Thought to be involved in wound healing

Wilkinson, &

and tissue homeostasis in skin in mice

Krainer (2014)

(scientific name not provided).
• Adult and
juvenile
• Juvenile and
chick

3

CST7

Cystatin-F (Homo sapiens). Protease

Halfon et al.

which plays a role in immune system

(1998)

regulation and is expressed selectively in
hematopoietic cells in mice (scientific
name not provided) and humans (Homo
sapiens).

Note. Chromosome is represented as chr. See Appendix E for a complete list of all genes and GO terms.
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Table 3.10.
Genes from gene ontology terms significantly enriched for the positions of the outlier FST values found in the adult and
juvenile comparison (KCNMB1, Ldhb, ARNTL2, SLC16A1, GLRA2, UGT1A1, FGL1, DYRK1A, TFPI).

Chr Gene
13

Function

Litterature

KCNMB1 Calcium-activated potassium channel subunit beta-1.

Wilms, Soffgen, &

Used in auditory hair cells in chickens (Gallus gallus

Nothwang (2017).

domesticus).
1A

Ldhb

L-lactate dehydrogenase B chain. Subunit of the LDH.

Arias, Mezquita, &

Expressed during chicken (scientific name not provided)

Mezquita (2000)

spermatogenesis and during testicular development

on chickens.

compared to in prepubertal testes in Japanese quail

Singh et al. (2011)

(Coturnix japonica). Conserved sequence among

on Japanese quail.

different bird species.
1A

ARNTL2

Aryl hydrocarbon receptor nuclear translocator-like 2.

Okano et al. (2001)

Expressed in the chicken (scientific name not provided)
pineal gland in the brain thought to be involved in
circadian clock oscillation.
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SLC16A1

Monocarboxylate transporter 1 (MCT1). Suggested to

Gerhart, Enerson,

play an important role in transporting lactate from the

Zhdankina, Leino,

blood to the brain in adult and developing rats (scientific

& Drewes (1997)

name not provided). MCT1 has also been shown to play a

on the blood-brain

role in in the survival of neurons in the hippocampus in

barrier. Tseng,

rats (scientific name not provided).

Chan, & Schurr
(2003) on neuronal
survival.

1

GLRA2

Glycine receptor subunit alpha-2 (Homo sapiens).

Lovell, Clayton,

Significantly expressed in the shelf of the zebra finch

Replogle, & Mello

(Taeniopygia guttata) brain. Hypothesized to be involved

(2008)

in auditory processing in all birds.
7

UGT1A1

Thought to be involved in detoxification in response to

Wenzel & Piertney

nematode infection in red grouse (Lagopus lagopus

(2015)

scotica).
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Table 3.10 continued.

19

FGL1

Fibrinogen-like protein 1 (Bos taurus). Immunity protein

Wang et al. (2019)

which mediates T-cell suppression in mice (scientific name on function.

1

not provided). It is enriched in immunity response to

Vanderven et al.

influenza A in the lungs of white Pekin ducks (Anas

(2012) on response

platyrhynchos domesticus).

to influenza A.

DYRK1A Dual specificity tyrosine-phosphorylation-regulated kinase

Fotaki et al. (2002)

1A. Mutant mice (scientific name not provided) show

on mutant mice.

deceased viability, body size and brain size.

Branchi et al.

Overexpression show learning impairment and brain

(2004) on

development abnormalities in transgenic mice (scientific

overexpression.

name not provided) consistent with symptoms of Down
syndrome.
7

TFPI

Tissue factor pathway inhibitor. Involved in local immune

Atikuzzaman et al.

defense in the oviductal sperm reservoirs of chickens

(2017).

(Gallus gallus domesticus) where it is expressed after
mating.
Note. Chromosome is represented as chr. See Appendix E for a complete list of all genes and GO terms.

Table 3.11.
Genes from gene ontology terms significantly enriched for the positions of the outlier FST values found in the adult and chick
comparison (ZBTB7B, CTLA4).

Chr Gene

Function

Litterature

25

Zinc finger and BTB domain-containing

He (2005).

ZBTB7B

protein 7B. Transcription factor involved in
the development of CD4 T-cells (T helper
cells) in mouse (scientific name not
provided).
7

CTLA4

Cytotoxic T lymphocyte-associated antigen-

Ling et al. (1999)

4. Immunoglobulin receptor protein that
enhance T-cell activation.
Note. Chromosome is represented as chr. See Appendix E for a complete list of all genes and GO terms.
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Table 3.12.
Genes from gene ontology terms significantly enriched for the positions of the outlier FST values found in the juvenile and
chick comparison (TGFBR1, PTGS2, ITGB3 and olfactory receptors).

Chr Gene

Function

Litterature

2

Transforming growth factor beta receptor I.

Mallarino et al. (2011).

TGFBR1

Expression in the premaxillary bone in chicken
(scientific name not provided) embryos affect beak
length and depth.
8

PTGS2

Prostaglandin-endoperoxide synthase 2. Plays a

North et al. (2007)

role in regulating haematopoietic stem cell
homeostasis in mice (scientific name not provided)
and zebrafish (Danio rerio).
27

ITGB3

Integrin beta-3. Cell-surface protein which is

Cheng et al. (2017).

thought to be involved in the long and decurved
beak of ground tits (Parus humilis) by regulating
the levels of osteoclasts during development in
chicken.
27

OLFR49,

Olfactory receptors. Odorant binding.

-a

OLFR147,
OR6B1,
OLFR12,
OR6Y1
Note. Chromosome is represented as chr. See Appendix A6 for a complete list of all genes and GO terms. a No literature was
found on the olfactory receptor genes.

3.4.1

FST and Tajima’s D for the genes enriched with the FST peaks

The genes TFPI, CTPBP1, Sfswap, SRSF6 and SLC16A1 show high FST (> 0.3, see Appendix
E, table E.4) between adults and juveniles (figure 3.8) compared to the other enriched genes
and against FST values below the 99th percentile in this comparison, although the other enriched
genes also show high FST values. In particular, TFPI and CTPBP1 show high FST and are both
over 0.5. Between adults and chicks, the genes Sfswap and CTLA4 show quite high FST (> 0.3,
see Appendix E, table E.4) between adults and chicks (figure 3.9) compared to the other
enriched genes in this comparison of life stages. In the juvenile and chick comparison, the
genes A2ML1, TGFBR1, PTGS2 and the genes belonging to the odorant binding GO term
(OR*, figure 3.10) have FST values higher than 0.3 (see Appendix E, table E.4). The genes
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TFPI and CTBP1 in the adult and juvenile comparison show much higher FST values than the
other enriched genes (figure 3.11).
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Figure 3.8. FST between adults and juveniles against the position in the genome (in 100kb) for the chromosomes where the
genes from the gene ontology terms significantly enriched for the FST outliers are localized. Genes only found in the adult and
juvenile comparison are marked in red, and genes found in another comparison as well are marked in orange.
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Figure 3.9. FST between adults and chicks against the position in the genome (in 100kb) for the chromosomes where the genes
from the gene ontology terms significantly enriched for the FST outliers are localized. Genes only found in the adult and chick
comparison are marked in red, and genes found in another comparison as well are marked in orange.
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Figure 3.10. FST between juveniles and chicks against the position in the genome (in 100kb) for the chromosomes where the
genes from the gene ontology terms significantly enriched for the FST outliers are localized. Genes only found in the juvenile
and chick comparison are marked in red, and genes found in another comparison as well are marked in orange.
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Figure 3.11. Boxplot of FST outliers in each comparison. Genes from the gene ontology terms significantly enriched for the
positions of the FST outlier values are marked in red and orange. Red points are genes only found in one comparison of life
stages, while orange points are genes found in two comparisons of life stages. The top and bottom of the boxes represent the
first and third quartiles (the interquartile range), respectively, and the black line inside the box represents the second quartile
(the median). The whiskers represent the lowest and highest points still within the 1.5 interquartile range, and dots outside of
the whiskers are outliers.

In the adult pool, the positions of the genes CST7, UGTA1, KCNMB1, FGL1 and SRSF6 show
negative values of Tajima’s D (figure 3.12 and Appendix E, table E.5). FGL1 and SRSF6 show
especially low values of Tajima’s D of -1.24 and -2.18, respectively. All the positions of the
genes in the adult pool, except zero values, show negative values of Tajima’s D. The positions
of the genes CST7, KCNMB1 and FGL1 in the juvenile pool show negative values of Tajima’s
D (figure 3.13 and Appendix E, table E.5), and the position of the gene FGL1, as in the adult
pool, is very low with a Tajima’s D value of -1.82. The positions of the genes SRSF6 and
UGT1A1 show positive values of Tajima’s D, which in the adult pool are negative. In the chick
pool, all the positions of the enriched genes show positive values of Tajima’s D, except for the
zero values (figure 3.14 and Appendix E, table E.5). However, the values in these positions are
not very high (the position of CST7 has the largest value of 0.235).
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Figure 3.12. Tajima´s D in the adult pool plotted against the position (in 100kb) in the genome for the chromosomes where
the genes from the gene ontology terms significantly enriched for the outlier FST values are localized. Purple points show the
positions of enriched genes found in the adult and juvenile comparison, green points show enriched genes from the adult and
chick comparison, and pink points show enriched genes found in both comparisons.
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Figure 3.13. Tajima´s D in the juvenile pool plotted against the position (in 100kb) in the genome for the chromosomes where
the genes from the gene ontology terms significantly enriched for the outlier FST values are localized. Purple points show the
positions of enriched genes found in the adult and juvenile comparison, blue points show enriched genes from the juvenile and
chick comparison, and pink points show enriched genes found in both comparisons.
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Figure 3.14. Tajima´s D in the chick pool plotted against the position (in 100kb) in the genome for the chromosomes where
the genes from the gene ontology terms significantly enriched for the outlier FST values are localized. Green points show the
positions of enriched genes found in the adult and chick comparison, blue points show enriched genes from the juvenile and
chick comparison.
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4 Discussion
In this study I have detected drops in body condition and population size of Italian sparrows in
Lago Salso since the settlement of the Spanish sparrow in 2013. Whole genome pool
sequencing of adult, juvenile and chick Italian sparrows revealed genomic changes, with
possible implications for several coding genes. I start first by discussing how the body
condition and population size has changed in adult Italian and Spanish sparrows, as well as in
juvenile Italian sparrows. Subsequently I discuss the genomic variation within each life stage,
and allelic changes between life stages, before considering the functional significance of
several genes revealed by gene ontology analysis.

4.1 Body condition and population size
There has been a significant drop in adult Italian sparrow body condition accompanied by a
65% drop in population size, from 2012 to 2015. In the following years, body condition and
population size continue to decrease, except for a slight increase in 2017. Sætre et al. (2017)
documented a shift in habitat use in the same Italian sparrow population following secondary
contact with the Spansh sparrow. In 2012, before Spanish sparrows had arrived, Italian
sparrows were seen foraging both in a nearby cereal field as well as a poultry pen within the
Lago Salso station. With the arrival of Spanish sparrows, the Italian sparrows became mostly
restricted to foraging in the poultry pen. Spanish sparrows were even seen chasing away Italian
sparrows from the cereal field. This habitat shift was followed by drops in both population size
and body condition, suggesting strong negative impacts of interspecific competition. My
results confirm this trend and indicate that the Italian sparrows are still, per 2018, suffering
from impacts of competition. Interestingly, the Spanish sparrow population size and body
condition is also decreasing, though the population size decrease is not as severe as that of the
Italian sparrow population. Their body condition seems to be even lower than that of Italian
sparrows during 2016-2018. Without a proper reference population from this species, however,
it is difficult to conclude whether this is due to intrinsic species-specific features, or ongoing
competition with the Italian sparrow.
Body condition is a measure of the amount of available energy accumulated through feeding
(Peig & Green, 2009), and can act as a proxy for fitness (Peig & Green, 2010). Therefore, it
can reflect the environmental stress experienced by an individual. Based on the body condition
estimates, both species seem to be suffering negative impacts from interspecific competition.
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Juvenile Italian sparrow body condition is more stable across years, although it is lower than
that of adults, which indicate that they are doing worse. However, this has not been tested
statistically. Mortality is extremely high in the first weeks after passerines fledge (Adams et
al., 2006; Naef-Daenzer et al., 2001; Ringsby, Sæther, & Solberg, 1998; Sullivan, 1989). It is
therefore likely that the stable body condition of juveniles is at least in part biased by young
fledglings in poor condition being less likely to be sampled because they die shortly after
leaving the nest. Therefore, juvenile body condition may be even lower than reported here.
There were no significant differences in the variance of body condition between years in the
Italian and Spanish sparrows, or in the juvenile sparrows. This suggests that individual
differences in body condition between years are similar.
Nutritional stress during development can result in low growth rates and increased mortality
(Birkhead, Fletcher, & Pellatt, 1999; DeKogel, 1997; Richner, Schneiter, & Stirnimann, 1989).
In addition, poor rearing conditions can lead to a diversity of negative effects on adult passerine
fitness such as lower body weight (Birkhead et al., 1999; DeKogel, 1997; DeKogel & Prijs,
1996; Richner et al., 1989) and negative effects on later reproductive success (DeKogel & Prijs,
1996; Gustafsson, Qvarnström, & Sheldon, 1995; Haywood & Perrins, 1992; Naguib & Gil,
2005). Likewise, parent body condition affects offspring fitness as well (Gorman & Nager,
2004; Lindström, 1999; Metcalfe & Monaghan, 2001; Naguib & Gil, 2005). Body condition
of female Italian sparrows was not calculated, but assuming that female body condition is
similar to that of males, it is likely that poor parental body condition is affecting their offspring.
Thus, nutritional stress might propagate throughout the Italian sparrow’s lifetime.

4.2 Genetic inference within and divergence between life stages
In this study, I have analysed whole genome pool sequencing data in three life stages of the
Italian sparrow and found significant differences in genome wide Tajima’s D and nucleotide
diversity, as well as allele frequency shifts between each life stage. To my knowledge, this is
the first contemporary study finding fluctuating allele frequencies and putative selection
between life stages.
I found that genome wide Tajima’s D was low in each life stage, which indicates that the neutral
expectation is met for most positions in the genome. However, there are some rather high and
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low peaks spread throughout the genome which deviates from the neutral expectation, which
is also supported by the high kurtosis in each pool. The distributions in each life stage are
highly negatively skewed, and the mean is also negative, which suggests that there is more
positive than balancing selection in all life stages. Resampling the difference in mean Tajima’s
D revealed significant differences between each life stage. The kurtosis is the highest in adults,
followed by juveniles, indicating stronger outliers in this life stage, and possibly that selection
is acting on larger parts of the genome than in the other life stages. Either way, in all life stages,
there are positive and negative peaks which suggest balancing and positive selection,
respectively, in certain parts of the genome.
However, while selection can lead to positive and negative values of Tajima’s D at certain
positions, genome wide deviations from the neutral expectation of Tajima’s D can be caused
by demographic history. For instance, a population expansion following a bottleneck can result
in an excess of rare alleles (Maruyama & Fuerst, 1984), leading to genome wide negative
values of Tajima’s D. A population bottleneck, as in the case of the sharp reduction in
population size in Lago Salso, can also result in the loss of rare alleles (Maruyama & Fuerst,
1985) and a positive genome wide Tajima’s D. Moreover, stochastic processes such as genetic
drift will cause Tajima’s D to deviate from the neutral expectation, giving rise to local outliers.
Therefore, genome wide peaks and dips in Tajima’s D are not necessarily evidence for
selection.
Nucleotide diversity is low in all life stages. Even though the mean and median are equal in
each life stage, kurtosis and skewness are higher in the chick genome, indicating at least that
there are more extreme outliers in chicks. Mean nucleotide diversity in chicks is also
significantly different from both adults and juveniles, while this is not the case between adults
and juveniles. Taken together, this suggests that genome wide nucleotide diversity is higher in
chicks. Selection can reduce nucleotide diversity because some alleles are favoured over others
(Nielsen, 2005), which will increase the frequency of the favoured alleles. This would be
consistent with selection being weaker in chicks than in the other two life stages. However, a
large portion of the genome would have to be under selection to decrease the genome wide
mean nucleotide diversity. I therefore consider it more likely that genomic variability is lost
from the chick to adult life stage by genetic drift.
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I found that allele frequencies are not constant in the lifetime of the Italian sparrow population
but fluctuates between life stages. Genome wide mean FST was quite low, which suggests, as
should be expected, that selection is not acting on most of the genome. It is also possible that
some alleles might be favoured throughout the lifetime of the Italian sparrow (i.e. they are
under stabilizing selection), which will render low values of FST (Holsinger & Weir, 2009).
The analysis revealed many divergent SNPs when comparing life stages, especially considering
that this is within one population. There were also some significant differences in allele
frequencies revealed by Fisher’s exact test. Such rapid allele frequency shifts have previously
been documented in the Italian sparrow (Sætre et al., 2017). Allele frequencies have also been
shown to fluctuate between years (Westerdahl, Hansson, Bensch, & Hasselquist, 2004).
However, I can find no literature comparing allele frequency changes within a generation.
Some positions of the outlier SNPs are the same in two comparisons of life stages, indicating
that some traits are under stabilizing or no selection in several life stages. However,
approximately half of the outliers are unique to one comparison. One explanation for this might
be that some traits are under selection in one life stage but not the other. Alternatively, selection
might act antagonistically between life stages. Such opposing selection has been documented
in the medium ground finch (Geospiza fortis) where small juveniles and large adults are
favoured (Price & Grant, 1984). Another example comes from song sparrows where long
beaked juveniles have higher survival rate during their first winter but short beaked adult
females have higher reproductive success (Schluter & Smith, 1986). Such opposing selection
between life stages on a trait related to fitness components such as fecundity and survival may
reflect life history trade-offs, where the trait is stabilised near the population mean (Schluter et
al., 1991). Thus, shifts in allele frequencies between life stages might ultimately reflect life
history trade-offs. However, the allele frequency changes observed in this study is not
necessarily congruent with this.
Mean, median and standard deviations of FST were quite similar in each pairwise comparison
of life stages. All comparisons also have quite high kurtosis indicating strong outliers in each
comparison. However, the kurtosis is the highest in the adult and juvenile comparison followed
by the juvenile and chick comparison. Mean FST of the adult and juvenile comparison was also
significantly different from both the adult and chick comparison and the juvenile and chick
comparison. This suggests that there are higher genome wide FST values in this comparison
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and that most change in allele frequencies happens in the transition from juvenile to adult and
might imply that selection is the strongest in this transition. This is also expected given the
high mortality in juvenile passerines.
Sexual selection at the adult life stage might also affect which alleles that are present in the
chick life stage. Not all adults will mate, and hence their alleles will not be represented in the
offspring gene pool. For example, male house sparrows with larger badge size (a secondary
sexual characteristic) obtain more mates than males with smaller badge sizes according to one
study (Moller, 1988), which would mean that fewer alleles from smaller badged males will be
present in the offspring gene pool. If sexual selection favours the same alleles as natural
selection on survival do, selection on alleles in adults to chicks might be even stronger. For
example, it has been suggested that badge size in house sparrows functions as an honest signal
of phenotypic quality (Veiga, 1993). Alternatively, sexual selection may favour traits that are
counteracted by natural selection.
Census population size at Lago Salso is small, and the effective population size has also
previously been shown to be small (Sætre et al., 2017). Genetic drift, which is stronger in
smaller populations, can reduce the overall genetic variance by removing or reducing the
frequency of allele variants (Star & Spencer, 2013). Therefore, genetic drift is likely to
contribute to the observed allele frequency changes and might also explain the low nucleotide
diversity in each life stage. However, there are some highly negative values of Tajima’s D and
high FST outliers which suggest that directional selection may be acting on some parts of the
genome in the different life stages.
4.2.1

A comment on the methodology

The results of Tajima’s D and nucleotide diversity could be influenced by the parameters set
in the sliding window analyses. Because the minimum covered fraction in each window is set
very low, variation in depth of coverage in the window could influence the Tajima’s D
estimates. However, genome wide coverage is quite stable around the mean, which indicate
that in most windows, coverage should not vary much. The mapping and base quality are also
high. On the other hand, nucleotide diversity, and to a lesser extent Tajima’s D, is pretty well
correlated with the minimum covered fraction criteria. Thus, there is a possibility that the
results are biased. FST and allele frequency differences are calculated for every position in the
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genome that meet a minimum and maximum coverage criterium, and variation in coverage
should therefore be less problematic.
There is a possibility that some individual juveniles included in the analyses are Spanish
sparrows, which will increase the number of rare alleles in the pool. This is especially
problematic for juveniles sampled in 2016, where the probability of catching an adult Spanish
sparrow in a net placed near the Italian sparrow population at Lago Salso was not significantly
less than .5. On the other hand, juvenile passerines tend to stay close to their natal area where
they only travel short distances (Baker, Sherman, Theimer, & Bradley, 1982; Davies, 1976)
and continue to be fed by their parents and acquire foraging skills (Davies, 1976; Marchetti &
Price, 1989). Yet, I cannot rule out the possibility that some juveniles are Spanish sparrows.
Unfortunately, with pool-sequencing data, it is not possible to determine which individual a
read originates from (Ferretti et al., 2013; Schlötterer et al., 2014). This means that I cannot
determine whether a read originates from a Spanish or Italian sparrow individual. I filtered out
minor allele counts lower than two in all analyses which will decrease the number of potential
Spanish sparrow alleles. Still, some Spanish sparrow alleles might have been included in the
juvenile pool. Such rare alleles might affect the results of FST and Tajima’s D. For example, a
rare variant will influence Watterson’s estimator heavily and can falsely result in negative
values of Tajima’s D.

4.3 Gene ontology
I found several genes from the gene ontology (GO) terms significantly enriched for the FST
outliers, and thus genes that may be under differential selection across the different life stages.
Literature searches of the genes in or close to FST peaks revealed several interesting functions.
Here, I discuss the possible functional significance and importance of these genes in each life
stage.
In all comparisons of life stages genes related to immunity were associated with FST peaks,
which may suggest selection for a well-functioning immune system throughout the lifetime of
the Italian sparrow. Several of the genes show high FST values, which suggests selection on
alternative alleles in different life stages, or alternatively that one allele is favoured in one life
stage but not the other. Some of these genes show rather low values of Tajima’s D, especially
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in adults, and less so for juveniles. Chicks show mostly neutral values of Tajima’s D. Based
on this, one may speculate that selection on immunity is stronger in adults than in the other two
life stages.
Interestingly, poor body condition, which is seen in adult and juvenile Italian sparrows in Lago
Salso, has been shown to be positively related to poor immune function in birds (Birkhead et
al., 1999; Christe, Møller, & De Lope, 1998; Cichon & Dubiec, 2005; Hõrak, Tegelmann, Ots,
& Möller, 1999; Möller, Christe, Erritzöe, & Mavarez, 1998) and has been studied at several
life stages in passerines. For example, house sparrows in poor body condition show weaker
immune response than individuals in good body condition (Navarro, Marzal, de Lope, &
Möller, 2003), and male juvenile house sparrows on a low protein diet have lower probability
to recover from an infection (Gonzalez et al., 1999).
I found three genes involved in auditory processing in birds to be associated with FST peaks.
Two of these, Sfswap and KCNMB, are related to auditory hair cell functioning (Moayedi et
al., 2014; Wilms et al., 2017). Sfswap show quite high FST between adults and juveniles and
between adults and chicks. Interestingly, KCNMB show negative values of Tajima’s D in both
juveniles and adults, suggesting that this gene may be under positive selection in both life
stages. GLRA2 stood out in the adult and juvenile comparison. This is a gene which is
hypothesized to be involved in auditory processing (Lovell et al., 2008). The Italian sparrow,
like the house sparrow, is a highly gregarious species. They forage, roost, nest and bath in flock
(Summers-Smith, 1963), where auditory processing is likely to be important. In general,
auditory processing is important for survival which enables birds to discriminate sounds from
conspecifics, mates and neighbours from the background noise (reviewed in Theunissen &
Shaevitz (2006)).
In the adult and juvenile comparison, two genes related to brain functioning, SLC15A1 and
DYRK1A stood out. SLC15A1 is thought to be involved in supplying the brain with lactate
(Gerhart et al., 1997) and to play a role in neuronal survival (Tseng et al., 2003), while DYRK1A
has been linked to brain development and learning (Fotaki et al., 2002). Both genes show
neutral values of Tajima’s D, but particularly SLC15A1 show a high FST value.
Intriguingly, genes involved in learning and neural development were found to be strongly
displaced in a previous study of the Italian sparrow following the settlement of the Spanish
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sparrow (Sætre et al., 2017). Cognition is thought to be important for fitness in birds, for
instance through the ability to produce innovative behaviour when facing changed
environmental conditions (Sol, Duncan, Blackburn, Cassey, & Lefebvre, 2005). According to
the cognitive buffer hypothesis, big brains facilitate flexible behaviour to respond to
environmental variation, which is associated with increased survival (Sol, Székely, Liker, &
Lefebvre, 2007). Although the Italian sparrows have not necessarily evolved bigger brains,
there is evidence that some genes involved in brain functioning might be selected for, which
may enhance behavioural plasticity to cope with competition from the Spanish sparrow.
Two other genes in the adult and juvenile comparison that stood out are thought to be involved
in testicular development and spermatogenesis (Ldhb; Singh et al. (2011)) and local immune
defence in the chicken oviductal sperm reservoir (TFPI; Atikuzzaman et al. (2017)). The latter
gene is highly divergent between the two life stages. Interestingly, the gene ARNTL2 was also
found in this comparison which is thought to be involved in circadian clock oscillation (Okano
et al., 2001), which is important during the development of reproductive organs which is related
to photoperiod (Cassone, 2014). Obviously, juveniles do not reproduce until they reach sexual
maturity. Gonadal growth and spermatogenesis are induced by photoperiod in temperate
passerines (Lofts & Murton, 1968), meaning that testis are only developed during the breeding
season. This might imply that these genes are more important for adult reproductive success,
while they are not critical for juvenile survival. However, the genes may have pleiotropic
effects that are not related to reproduction.
In the juvenile and chick comparison, two genes, TGFBR1 and ITGB3, thought to be involved
in beak development were associated with FST peaks (Cheng et al., 2017; Mallarino et al., 2011).
Both genes show neutral values of Tajima’s D. However, TGFBR1 is highly displaced. Birds
use beaks in a variety of behaviours such as feeding, drinking and preening. Consequently,
changes in beak shape can have strong impacts on fitness (Mallarino et al., 2011). Interestingly,
it has previously been found rapid morphological changes in beak in Italian sparrows following
secondary contact with the Spanish sparrow, possibly due to interspecific competition for food
(Eroukhmanoff et al., 2014). Chicks and juveniles differ from each other in feeding, where
chicks are fed insects that are gradually replaced with seeds and juveniles are fed
predominantly seeds (Summers-Smith, 1963). After reaching independence, young birds have
to learn how to forage (Marchetti & Price, 1989). It appears likely that there would be strong
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selection to learn these skills and reach the adult form quickly to reduce the risk of predation
and starvation.
The GO term Odorant binding was also identified in the juveniles and chick comparison, which
shows quite high FST. Although it was of common belief that birds do not have a welldeveloped sense of smell (Balthazart & Taziaux, 2009; Steiger, Fidler, Valcu, & Kempenaers,
2008), several potentially functional olfactory receptor genes have been identified in birds
(Steiger et al., 2008). Studies have identified the importance of olfaction in behaviours such as
predator detection (Amo, Gálvan, Tomás, & Sanz, 2007; Amo, Visser, & van Oers, 2011) and
avoidance (Roth, Cox, & Lima, 2008).
Finally, two other genes with interesting functions stood out. The gene A2ML1 was found in
the adult and juvenile and the juvenile and chick comparisons and is especially divergent in the
latter comparison. It is thought to be important in, for example, craniofacial development
(Vissers et al., 2015). Ctbp1 stood out in the adult and juvenile comparison and the adult and
chick comparison and is highly displaced in the former comparison. It encodes a transcriptional
corepressor which, together with Ctbp2, is thought to be involved in development of the central
nervous system, limbs and somites (Van Hateren et al., 2006).
4.3.1

A comment on pleiotropy

Although several genes with intriguing functions were associated with FST peaks in the GO
analysis, it is important to keep in mind that many of these genes are likely to have pleiotropic
effects. A gene might be shown to have an effect on a certain phenotype, but may have effects
on other phenotype as well, thus making it difficult to separate the phenotypic effects of the
enriched genes. In addition, the genes might have species-specific phenotypic effect, even
between closely related species. The function of some of the genes are also only known from
other classes of animals, even though the gene ontology is based on homology. To try to infer
the ecological significance of the genes is therefore speculative. Lastly, the divergent positions
are close to the positions of the genes but it is premature to conclude that this implies that these
genes are necessarily under selection. However, my analysis does point to some putatively
interesting genes and functions that should be investigated further.
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5 Conclusions
The body condition of adult Italian sparrows in Lago Salso following the settlement of the
Spanish sparrow is low, and juvenile body condition is even lower. The effects of nutritional
stress and poor body condition are likely to propagate throughout the life history of the Italian
sparrow population and affect fitness components in different ways, which probably imposes
strong selection pressures in each life stage.
Whole genome pool sequencing of three life stages of the Italian sparrow, chick, juvenile and
adult, revealed differences in genomic variability. In all life stages, I detected positions in the
genome that are possibly under selection, most of which are found in the adult stage, and then
in the juvenile stage. Further studies are needed to investigate whether these divergence peaks
are really caused by selection and which genes and phenotypes that may be most relevant.
Most positions in the genome show similar allele frequencies in all life stages. Yet, I found that
allele frequencies fluctuate between life stages at several positions along the genome and some
of these were highly divergent. This may indicate that some traits are under opposing selection,
or that one trait is favoured in one life stage but not the other. The transition from juvenile to
adult seems to be the stage with the most allele frequency changes, indicating that selection
may be the strongest here. However, I do acknowledge that stochasticity introduced by genetic
drift indeed can lead to variation in allele frequency change across the genome. Hence, it is
premature to make any firm conclusions about genes and traits under selection.
Gene ontology analysis identified several putatively interesting classes of gene functions of
genes associated with divergence peaks. These functions include immunity, auditory
processing, brain functioning, testicular development, beak development, olfaction and other
genes with functions important for development. Future studies should aim to focus on
transcriptional sequencing from different tissues, or possibly gene expression, to provide
further evidence for differential expression of candidate genes putatively under selection in
different life stages. Behavioural and phenotypic studies of the different life stages will also be
informative in potentially linking genetics to phenotypes under selection.
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7 Appendix
A Validation of methods
I performed a binomial test in RStudio to test if the probability of catching an adult male
Spanish sparrow in an Italian net was significantly lower than 0.5 in each sampling year (table
A.1).
Table A.1.
Binomial test testing if the probability of catching a Spanish sparrow in an Italian net is equal to .5 with the alternative of
being less than .5 in each sampling year.

Year

Proportion Spanish sparrows

Total sample size

p value

LCI

UCI

2015

.04

70

.000 ***

.000

.107

2016

.58

50

.899

.000

.700

2017

.30

43

.007 **

.000

.437

2018

.16

37

.014 *

.000

.300

Note. The total sample size is the number of Italian and Spanish sparrows caught in Italian nets, and the proportion Spanish
sparrows is the proportion Spanish sparrows caught in an Italian net. LCI and UCI are used to represent the lower and upper
limits of a confidence interval, respectively. Significance codes: p > .1 – ‘ ‘ ; p < .1 – ‘.’ ; p < .05 – ‘*’; p < .01 – ‘**’, p <
.001 – ‘***’.

A barplot was made using the ggplot2 package in RStudio to visualize the proportion of
Spanish and Italian males caught in Italian nets (figure A.1).
The binomial test revealed that in 2016, the proportion of Spanish sparrows caught in an Italian
net is not significantly less than .5 (0.58, confidence interval = .000-.700; binomial test, n = 50,
p = .899). In all other sampling years, the proportion of Spanish sparrows caught in an Italian
net is significantly less than .5 (table A.1). This suggests that, at least in 2016, there is a chance
that Spanish sparrow juveniles are included in samples for analyses.
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Figure A.1. Stacked barplot of the number of Spanish and Italian sparrows caught in Italian nets in each year.

The trimming and alignment steps were successful in each pool with over 92% of all reads
being mapped to the reference genome (table A.2). The mean mapping quality was
approximately 59 in all pools, which means that the error rate for wrongly aligning a read to
the reference genome is about 0.0001%, which is rather low. The mean base call quality is 45
in each pool, meaning that the base quality accuracy is more than 99.99%. Average coverage
in the adult, juvenile and chick pools are approximately 31x, 22x and 22x, respectively (table
A.2, see also table A.3 for mean coverage in each pool from different calculations of coverage).
The standard deviations are high, which indicate large spread (table A.3). From figure A.2 it is
clear that there are some big peaks and dips, in coverage at certain positions from the 100kb in
all pools, likely due to repetitive regions in the reference genome. However, coverage generally
seems to be stable around the mean. Overall, the adult pool has higher coverage than the
juvenile and chick pools, and the juvenile and chick pools seem to show similar genome wide
coverage. The density plots (figure A.3) suggest that most positions have coverage of
approximately 10-40x in all pools.
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Table A.2.
Results of the trimming of raw reads and alignment to the reference genome, as well as mean depth of coverage and mapping
and base quality, in each pool.

Pool

No. raw reads

Reads

% reads mapped

MC

MMQ

MBQ

surviving
trimming
Adults

126,597,887

99.84%

92.89%

31x

58.66

45.00

Juveniles

93,516,341

99.78%

92.87%

22x

58.53

45.00

Chicks

96,149,903

99.79%

92.58%

22x

58.51

45.00

Note. The number of raw reads is the same for forward and reverse reads. Both paired and unpaired reads are included when
aligning reads to the reference genome. MC represents mean depth of coverage, MMQ represents mean mapping (alignment)
quality, and MBQ represents mean base quality, and all are given after filtering out reads with mapping quality lower or equal
to 20. MMQ and MBQ are given in Phred scores.

Table A.3.
Mean depth of coverage, standard deviation (SD) and quartiles of depth of coverage for each pool with different window sizes.

Window size

Pool

MC

SD

1st quartile

2nd quartile

3rd quartile

1

Adults

29.83

39.46

24.00

31.00

36.00

Juveniles

21.70

32.94

17.00

22.00

27.00

Chicks

22.18

33.81

17.00

23.00

27.00

1, positions with Adults

32.12

40.04

26.00

31.00

37.00

no reads mapped Juveniles

23.36

33.61

18.00

23.00

27.00

ignored

Chicks

23.88

34.50

19.00

23.00

28.00

10kb

Adults

30.01

20.52

27.54

30.38

32.45

Juveniles

22.33

17.54

20.60

22.67

24.12

Chicks

21.84

16.97

20.09

22.22

23.72

Adults

29.96

7.94

28.26

30.46

31.80

Juveniles

22.30

21.33

22.79

22.79

23.64

Chicks

21.81

6.45

20.75

22.36

23.25

100kb

Note. Mean coverage is represented by MC and standard deviations are represented as SD.
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Figure A.2. Genome wide depth of coverage calculated in 100kb windows across chromosomes for each pool.
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Figure A.3. Histogram and density plots of genome wide depth of coverage calculated in 100kb windows in each pool.
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The number of values of nucleotide diversity, Tajima’s D and FST calculated from sliding
window analyses were very low when the minimum covered fraction was set high (e.g. .5 in a
10kb window). I varied the window size, overlapping and non-overlapping windows, and the
minimum and maximum coverage as well as the minimum covered fraction criteria to assess
whether these parameters had an effect on the number of values. I found that the minimum
covered fraction was limiting the number of values obtained when this parameter was set high
(figure A.4 and A.5). I subsampled the pileup files to a uniform coverage of 10x using the script
subsample-pileup.pl from Popoolation, and the synchronised file with the subsamplesynchronized.pl from Popoolation2 to a uniform coverage of 15x, which should solve the
minimum covered fraction issue. Still, the output file was mostly missing values when the
minimum covered fraction was set high. In addition, I plotted the results of the analyses where
the coverage had been subsampled and the minimum covered fraction was set low, which
showed many equal values of the different genetic variability estimators (not shown).
Finally, I proceeded with the analyses using overlapping 10kb windows and a minimum
covered fraction of .001 for the genetic inference within pools using Popoolation. For
calculations of genetic divergence between pools using Popoolation2 I decided to calculate
FST, allele frequency differences and Fisher’s exact test on allele frequency differences for
every position in the genome. This was done by using a window and step size of one.
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Figure A.4. Minimum covered fraction plotted against the number of Tajima’s D (SNPs) values in the adult pool. Different
values of minimum and maximum coverage, step size of the window and whether the pileup file was subsampled or not are
not considered separately. Not all analyses are shown in the figure.
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Figure A.5. Minimum covered fraction plotted against number of FST values (SNPs) calculated in the adult pool. Different
values of minimum and maximum coverage, step size of the window and whether the pileup file was subsampled or not are
not considered separately. Not all analyses are shown in the figure.
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B Pairwise two-sample t-tests of difference in mean Scaled Mass Index
Table B.1.
Two-sample t-tests of difference in mean Scaled Mass Index between each sampling year within adult Italian and Spanish
sparrows, as well as within juvenile Italian sparrows.

Years compared

Species

Life stage

df

t value

p value

q value

2012-2015

Italian sparrow

Adult

139.27

6.69

.000

0.001 **

2012-2016

Italian sparrow

Adult

47.33

3.93

.000

0.169

2012-2017

Italian sparrow

Adult

55.90

3.06

.003

0.426

2012-2018

Italian sparrow

Adult

40.61

4.42

.000

0.065 .

2015-2016

Italian sparrow

Adult

51.81

-1.57

.122

0.749

2015-2017

Italian sparrow

Adult

60.41

-2.24

.029

0.783

2015-2018

Italian sparrow

Adult

44.37

-0.35

.732

2.693

2016-2017

Italian sparrow

Adult

53.78

-0.64

.528

2.160

2016-2018

Italian sparrow

Adult

47.40

0.93

.359

1.652

2017-2018

Italian sparrow

Adult

51.76

1.48

.146

0.766

2015-2016

Spanish sparrow

Adult

128.32

1.91

.058

0.175

2015-2017

Spanish sparrow

Adult

105.98

1.09

.279

0.419

2015-2018

Spanish sparrow

Adult

53.60

2.67

.010

0.060 .

2016-2017

Spanish sparrow

Adult

102.04

-0.78

.439

0.439

2016-2018

Spanish sparrow

Adult

58.18

0.94

.349

0.419

2017-2018

Spanish sparrow

Adult

55.61

1.64

.107

0.215

2015-2016

Italian sparrow

Juvenile

37.14

0.77

.444

0.888

2015-2017

Italian sparrow

Juvenile

38.22

0.14

.891

0.891

2015-2018

Italian sparrow

Juvenile

48.36

-0.17

.866

0.891

2016-2017

Italian sparrow

Juvenile

23.44

-0.82

.422

0.888

2016-2018

Italian sparrow

Juvenile

31.63

-1.01

.320

0.888

2017-2018

Italian sparrow

Juvenile

47.82

-0.39

.697

0.891

Note. Degrees of freedom are represented as df. FDR corrected p values are represented by q values. Significance codes: p >
.1 – ‘ ‘ ; p < .1 – ‘.’ ; p < .05 – ‘*’; p < .01 – ‘**’, p < .001 – ‘***’.
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C Genomic inference within life stages
Table C.1.
Spearman’s rank correlation of Tajima’s D and nucleotide diversity with the fraction with sufficient coverage in each window.

Population statistic

Pool

Rho

S value

p value

Tajima’s D

Adult

-0.154

1599824.48

.000 ***

Tajima’s D

Juvenile

-0.220

797273.17

.000 ***

Tajima’s D

Chick

-0.276

1413671.84

.000 ***

Nucleotide diversity

Adult

0.361

423259746.11

.000 ***

Nucleotide diversity

Juvenile

0.474

1264425.70

.000 ***

Nucleotide diversity

Chick

0.511

541647.95

.000 ***

Note. Rho is the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. Significance codes: p > .1 – ‘ ‘ ; p < .1 – ‘.’ ; p < .05 – ‘*’; p < .01 –
‘**’, p < .001 – ‘***’.
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Figure C.1. Histogram of the difference in mean Tajima’s D between each life stage (adults, juveniles and chicks) resampled
10,000 times. The observed difference in mean is shown in red vertical lines.
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Figure C.2. Line plot of genome wide nucleotide diversity plotted against the position in the genome along the chromosomes
in each pool (adults, juveniles and chicks).
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Figure C.3. Density plots of genome wide nucleotide diversity in each life stage (adults, juveniles and chicks). The 95th, 97th
and 99th percentiles of each distribution are marked in red.
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Figure C.4. Histogram of the difference in mean nucleotide diversity between each life stage (adults, juveniles and chicks)
resampled 10,000 times. The observed difference in mean is shown in blue vertical lines.
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D Divergence between life stages
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Figure D.1. Histograms of the resampled genome wide mean difference in pairwise FST between each pairwise comparison
(adults and juveniles, adults and chicks, and juveniles and chicks). The observed difference in mean FST in shown in blue.
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E Gene ontology
Table E.1.
Gene ontology (GO) terms significantly enriched for the positions of the outlier FST values from the adult and juvenile
comparison, with GO ID, p value, FDR corrected p value (q value), the number of genes found in each GO term, and the gene
names for the associated genes found in each GO term.

GO ID

GO term

p

q value

No. genes

Associated genes

GO:0050796

Regulation of insulin

.000

0.014 *

9

KCNG2, CDV3,

secretion

SYT9, CACNA1E,
STX1A, SLC16A1,
RAP1A, ARNTL2,
ITPR2

GO:0004866

Endopeptidase

.001

0.014 *

6

inhibitor activity

A2ML1, PHC1,
A2M, KLRG1,
OVOSTATIN
(Gallus gallus),
MUG2

GO:0051287

NAD_binding

.003

0.001 **

7

YVCT, CTBP1,
AHCY-B, LDHB,
CYB5R3, ITPR2,
GPD1

GO:0071361

Cellular response to

.008

0.002 **

4

ethanol
GO:0016616

Oxidoreductase

GLRA2, UGT1A1,
KCNMB1, ITPR2

.009

0.002 **

4

activity-acting on the

YVCT, RBFA,
CTBP1, ITPR2

CH-OH group of
donors - NAD or
NADP as acceptor
GO:0006953

Acute-phase response

.008

0.004 **

3

A2ML1,UGT1A1,
FGL1

GO:0048025

Negative regulation of

.008

0.004 **

4

mRNA splicing via

DYRK1A, SRSF7,
SFSWAP, SRSF6

spliceosome
GO:0010951

Negative regulation of

.046

0.019 **

7

endopeptidase activity

A2ML1, PHC1,
A2M, MUG2,
OVOSTATIN,
CYSTATIN, TFPI

Note. Significance codes: p > .1 – ‘ ‘ ; p < .1 – ‘.’ ; p < .05 – ‘*’; p < .01 – ‘**’, p < .001 – ‘***’.
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Table E.2.
Gene ontology (GO) terms significantly enriched for the positions of the outlier FST values from the adult and chick comparison,
with GO ID, p value, FDR corrected p value (q value), the number of genes found in each GO term, and the gene names for
the associated genes found in each GO term.

GO ID

GO term

p value

q value

No. genes

Associated genes

GO:0016616

Oxidoreductase

.000

0.008 **

5

YVCT, RBFA,

activity acting on

CTBP1, ITPR2,

the CH-OH group

CASC1

of donors - NAD or
NADP as acceptor
GO:0051287

NAD binding

.015

0.015 *

4

YVCT, CTBP1,
AHCY-B, ITPR2,

GO:0016538

Cyclin dependent

.057

0.041 *

4

protein

CCNL1, CKS1B,
FLAD1, ZBTB7B

serine/threonine
kinase regulator
activity
GO:0048025

Negative regulation .000

0.041 *

4

of mRNA splicing

SRSF7, SFSWAP,
SRSF6

via spliceosome
GO:0050853

B cell receptor

.000

0.041 *

4

signaling pathway

CTLA4, TRDC,
IG HEAVY CHAIN
V-III REGION
VH26),
IG HEAVY CHAIN
V-III REGION
VH26

Note. Significance codes: p > .1 – ‘ ‘ ; p < .1 – ‘.’ ; p < .05 – ‘*’; p < .01 – ‘**’, p < .001 – ‘***’.
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Table E.3.
Gene ontology (GO) terms significantly enriched for the positions of the outlier FST values from the juvenile and chick
comparison, with GO ID, p value, FDR corrected p value (q value), the number of genes found in each GO term, and the gene
names for the associated genes found in each GO term.

GO ID

GO term

p value

q value

No. genes

Associated genes

GO:0004866

Endopeptidase

.000

0.016 *

5

A2ML1, PHC1,

inhibitor

A2M, KLRG1,

activity

OVOSTATIN,
MUG2

GO:0007566

Embryo

.007

0.003

10

implantation

A2ML1, A2M,
MUG2, RECK,
TGFR1, TGFBR1,
CYSTATIN,
PTGS2,
LIF, ITGB3

GO:0010951

Negative

.028

0.028 *

8

A2ML1, PHC1,

regulation of

A2M,

endopeptidase

OVOSTATIN

activity

(GALLUS
GALLUS), MUG2,
CST7, ST14,
APLP2

GO:0005549

Odorant binding

.041

0.031

5

OLFR49,
OLFR147, OR6B1,
OLFR12, OR6Y1

Note. Significance codes: p > .1 – ‘ ‘ ; p < .1 – ‘.’ ; p < .05 – ‘*’; p < .01 – ‘**’, p < .001 – ‘***’.
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Table E.4.
FST values for each gene from the gene ontology terms significantly enriched for the positions of the FST outliers in each
comparison of life stages (adults, juveniles and chicks).

Gene name

Comparison

FST

Ctbp1

Adult and juvenile

0.556

A2ML1

Adult and juvenile

0.263

Sfswap

Adult and juvenile

0.333

SRSF6

Adult and juvenile

0.406

CST7

Adult and juvenile

0.223

KCNMB1

Adult and juvenile

0.204

Ldhb

Adult and juvenile

0.248

ARNTL2

Adult and juvenile

0.210

SLC16A1

Adult and juvenile

0.387

GLRA2

Adult and juvenile

0.239

UGT1A1

Adult and juvenile

0.188

FGL1

Adult and juvenile

0.224

DYRK1A

Adult and juvenile

0.231

TFPI

Adult and juvenile

0.561

Ctbp1

Adult and chick

0.277

Sfswap

Adult and chick

0.334

SRSF6

Adult and chick

0.277

ZBTB7B

Adult and chick

0.187

CTLA4

Adult and chick

0.316

A2ML1

Juvenile and chick

0.388

CST7

Juvenile and chick

0.276

TGFBR1

Juvenile and chick

0.368

PTGS2

Juvenile and chick

0.389

ITGB3

Juvenile and chick

0.223

OLFR49,

Juvenile and chick

0.333

OLFR147,
OR6B1, OLFR12,
OR6Y1
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Table E.5. Tajima’s D values in each life stage for each gene from the gene ontology terms significantly enriched for the
positions of the FST outliers in each comparison of life stages (adults, juveniles and chicks.

Gene name

Tajima’s D - adults

Tajima’s D - juveniles

Tajima’s D - chicks

Ctbp1

0.000

0.000

0.138

A2ML1

0.000

0.000

0.000

Sfswap

0.000

0.000

0.000

SRSF6

-1.240

0.554

0.000

CST7

-0.309

-0.018

0.234

KCNMB1

-0.752

-0.586

-

Ldhb

0.000

0.000

-

ARNTL2

0.000

0.000

-

SLC16A1

0.000

0.000

-

GLRA2

0.000

0.000

-

UGT1A1

-0.290

0.130

-

FGL1

-2.180

-1.820

-

DYRK1A

0.000

0.000

-

TFPI

0.000

0.000

-

ZBTB7B

0.000

-

0.000

CTLA4

0.000

-

0.000

TGFBR1

-

0.000

0.000

PTGS2

-

0.000

0.000

ITGB3

-

0.000

0.000

OLFR49, OLFR147, -

0.000

0.066

OR6B1, OLFR12,
OR6Y1
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